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Hi Committee Secretary

I've been advised by my body corporate that I should send my supporting
submission to the Committee Secretary.

I write as the owner of
and in support of the group submission made

by the Executive Committee of the . I support all the points
raised in our joint submission but wish to add weight to this by sharing my
personal story of how the negligence of

, the ACT Government and ACTPLA has impacted my life.

This process and negligence demonstrated is the cause of major stress in my life
and many sleepless nights. I am currently unable to make any financial decisions
due to the burden of this hanging over my head. I originally purchased my property
at the above mentioned location as an investment- this purchase, due to the
negligence shown, has proven to be the single worst decision of my life and one of
immense regret (and I don’t say that lightly). At the time I thought I had a sound
investment property and was setting up my future, but that has well and truly
proven not to be the case.  

The prospect of having to potentially pay an extra $85,000 levy if the MBFF claim
is not successful is an expense I simply cannot afford. This would likely require
myself taking out a further loan in order to be able to afford this.

I simply cannot understand how, when negligence is quite clearly demonstrated
and backed up by evidence, that the innocent owners of property are those that
may end up having to deal with this burden and suffer financially. Moving forward,
due to this situation, I will strongly doubt all property decisions I make. I have also
shared this story with my friends and family who now are also carefully
considering their investment decisions. Many of whom, including myself, are
seriously considering whether the ACT is a good place to purchase due to the lack
of protection for owners when clear and undeniable negligence is shown and
building quality is not up to standard. I question how the ACT property market is
going to grow when this simple protection cannot be provided to owners and
when quality standards are not assured and ultimately enforced.

Regardless of the outcome, I strongly urge those making the decision of the claim
to expedite this process. Potentially, waiting several years for this process to occur
will add extra stress and financial ramifications to not only my life, but I am sure to
the other owners of property at . I ask those making the
decision to put themselves in our shoes- how would you feel if such a major
financial decision with a chance of a negative outcome was to drag on for years
brining so much uncertainty to your life.

Regards

Shane Haiduk
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